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Abstract

Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) have potential to provide convenient broadband wireless Internet access to
mobile users. With the support of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm that separates control plane
and data plane, WMNs can be easily deployed and managed. In addition, by exploiting the broadcast nature
of the wireless medium and the spatial diversity of multi-hop wireless networks, intra-flow network coding
has shown a greater benefit in comparison with traditional routing paradigms in data transmission for WMNs.
In this paper, we develop a novel OpenCoding protocol, which combines the SDN technique with intra-flow
network coding for WMNs. Our developed protocol can simplify the deployment and management of the
network and improve network performance. In OpenCoding, a controller that works on the control plane
makes routing decisions for mesh routers and the hop-by-hop forwarding function is replaced by network
coding functions in data plane. We analyze the overhead of OpenCoding. Through a simulation study, we
show the effectiveness of the OpenCoding protocol in comparison with existing schemes. Our data shows that
OpenCoding outperforms both traditional routing and intra-flow network coding schemes.
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1. Introduction
Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) [1] have been con-
sidered a promising solution for providing convenient
broadband wireless Internet access to mobile clients
(e.g., smartphones and notebooks). In a WMN, station-
ary wireless mesh routers can establish the backbone for
mobile clients, controlling and monitoring traffic flows
in the network and managing routing paths according
to algorithms and protocols implemented in routers.
After being connected to one of mesh routers, a mobile
client can communicate with other mobile clients in the
same WMN or can get access to the Internet via the hop-
by-hop forwarding way.

Nonetheless, because of the heterogeneous infras-
tructure of WMNs, deploying and managing WMNs
is a challenging problem. The network administrator
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will have to setup and maintain each mesh router
individually as network devices are vendor-specific. To
address the issue of network deployment and manage-
ment, Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [2] has been
proposed. The essential idea of SDN is to exploit the
ability of decoupling the data plane and the control
plane in routers or switches, and keeping only data
forwarding functions in network devices. By sending
configuration commands from the control plane that
consists of one or multiple controllers down to the data
plane, the network administrator then has the ability
to control and configure the data plane globally rather
than configuring each device individually. As we can
see, by using SDN, the network can be easily deployed
and managed. In addition, with the view of the entire
network, the network performance can be improved
by deploying global optimization strategies through
a powerful control plane [3]. For example, existing
research efforts [4–6] have shown the great benefit of
integrating SDN with WMNs.
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Meanwhile, another challenge in establishing WMNs
is to achieve a high network performance despite
the unreliable and lossy wireless communication
channels. The inherent broadcast nature of wireless
communication channels can be exploited to improve
network performance. Network coding [7] is one
mechanism, which makes use of the broadcast nature
in wireless networks. For example, by integrating intra-
flow random linear network coding that enables relay
nodes to combine information content in packets before
forwarding and performing opportunistic routing [8],
the MORE protocol [9] has demonstrated that network
coding can improve network throughput significantly
and can be extended to support applications, including
data distribution in peer-to-peer networks [10], etc.

As we can see, the SDN technology and network
coding scheme are two different techniques to address
different challenges in WMNs. Again, the key idea
of SDN is to keep routers or switches simple, while
moving the control function into the control server
deployed in the network. The intra-flow network coding
scheme can achieve much better performance than hop-
by-hop forwarding schemes because of leveraging the
nature of the wireless broadcast medium. Therefore,
one research problem is raised: How can we integrate the
SDN and intra-flow network coding schemes to make that
the integrated scheme performs better than the individual
ones?

To answer this question, in this paper we make the
following contributions.

• We designed the OpenCoding protocol to address
the challenge of easily deploying WMNs and
further improving the performance of WMNs.
The key idea of OpenCoding is to use SDN in the
network where the intra-flow network coding is
deployed. That is, a controller that works on the
control plane makes routing decisions for mesh
routers and the hop-by-hop forwarding function
is replaced by the network coding function in
data plane. By decoupling control plane and
data plane, mesh routers can be simple, leading
to a much easier ability to manage a network.
More importantly, through the aid of viewing the
entire network, a global optimization strategy can
also be easily applied. Based on this idea, we
developed a novel scheduling scheme for intra-
flow network coding, which can achieve a high
network performance gain, as well as the fairness
of multiple network flows.

• We conducted extensive simulations to demon-
strate the effectiveness of OpenCoding in com-
parison with existing schemes. Our evaluation
data shows that our proposed OpenCoding out-
performs OLSR [11], OpenFlow [12], and MORE
[9] protocols. On average, OpenCoding achieves

68.32%, 12.46% and 9.88% gain over OLSR,
OpenFlow and MORE in terms of data trans-
mission throughput, respectively. Meanwhile, the
throughput of OpenCoding drops little when the
number of concurrent flows increases. The results
also show that OpenCoding outperforms OLSR,
OpenFlow and MORE protocols in terms of end-
to-end delay. To our best knowledge, there has
been no previous work, which integrates the SDN
technique into the intra-flow network coding in
WMNs and evaluates performance gain.

An earlier version of this work was published in
[13]. Based on the conference version, we have made
substantial extensions and revisions. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give
the background and review existing research efforts
that are closely relevant to our research. In Section
3, we present our proposed OpenCoding scheme in
detail, including the architecture, the detailed design,
and how to achieve fairness optimization. In Section 4,
we analyze the overhead of OpenCoding. In Section 5,
we show the performance evaluation of OpenCoding
in comparison with several representative schemes.
In Section 6, we discuss some open issues related
to OpenCoding. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section 7.

2. Background and Related Work
In this section, we give the background and literature
review of SDN and OpenFlow, as well as intra-flow
network coding.

2.1. Wireless Mesh Networks
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) are developed for
a new broadband Internet access technology with
growing interests in both research and industry [1].
Because of highly self-organized and self-configured
features of WMNs, they are used to extend last-mile
access to the Internet and have become a promising
technology for providing easy wireless access for mobile
users.

The infrastructure of WMNs is shown in Figure 1.
As we can see from the figure, WMNs consist of
two types of nodes: mesh routers and mesh clients.
Mesh routers are almost stationary and establish the
mesh backbone for mesh clients, thus there are no
power limits on mesh routers. Mesh routers can
equip multiple wireless interfaces and serve as the
Internet gateway or bridge and integrate heterogeneous
networks, including both wired and wireless networks.
To this end, the deployment and management of such
a heterogeneous infrastructure will be a big challenge.
Meanwhile, because of the unreliable and lossy wireless
communication channels of WMNs, another challenge
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in establishing WMNs is to achieve a high enough
network throughput performance.

Figure 1. Infrastructure/backbone WMNs

With the rapid development of radio techniques,
a number of approaches have been proposed in
order to increase the capacity and flexibility of
WMNs. Typical examples include cognitive radios
[14], cooperative communications [15], Multi-Input
Multi-Output (MIMO) systems [16] and Multi-radio
Multi-channel (MRMC) systems [17]. On the other
hand, by exploiting the broadcast nature of wireless
medium, innovative transmission schemes, including
Opportunistic Routing (OR) [8] and network coding [7],
have also been developed to increase the performance of
WMNs.

2.2. SDN and OpenFlow
Generally speaking, SDN is an emerging network archi-
tecture, which can decouple control plane and data
plane, with goals of achieving a higher transmission
speed, greater scalability, and greater flexibility. The
key idea of SDN is to allow software developers and
network administrators to allocate and manage the net-
work resources in an easy way via an open interface. Its
concept was originally developed by Nicira Networks
based on their earlier development at UCB, Stanford,
CMU, Princeton [2]. Figure 2 illustrates the standard
architecture of SDN, which is defined by Open Net-
working Foundation (ONF) [18]. As we can see from
the figure, the control plane can send commands down
to the data planes of the hardware (e.g., routers or
switches) [19]. The hardware in the data plane can only
simply deliver data among them by checking the flow
tables, which are distributed by the controller in the
control panel. In this way, the hardware devices can be
greatly simplified.

One of well-known SDN protocol standards is the
OpenFlow [12], which was originally proposed for

wired networks in order to make Internet switches
intelligent and programmable through a standardized
interface. OpenFlow allows network devices from
many different companies to utilize the abstraction
of the control planes and data planes [20–22], thus
OpenFlow receives a considerable amount of industry
attention. Besides OpenFlow, there are other SDN
implementations and standards, such as IEEE P1520
standards [23], ForCES [24] and SoftRouter [25].
Also, there are a number of earlier work related to
programming networks and active networks [26, 27].

Application Layer
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Controller 
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Network Device Network Device
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Figure 2. SDN architecture defined by ONF[18]

There have also been several research efforts on
applying SDN/OpenFlow paradigm in wireless mobile
networks. For example, Figure 3 shows an generic
software defined wireless network-based architecture of
a mobile network operator [28]. In Figure 3, we can see
that SDN technology can be applied to various types of
wireless networks. In this paper, we focus on applying
SDN technology to wireless mesh networks [1]. In [4],
an architecture that allows the flexible and efficient use
of OpenFlow in WMNs was demonstrated. As the first
attempt to apply OpenFlow in WMNs, the evaluation
of this proposed architecture on a real test-bed called
KAUMesh showed that the SDN architecture could
achieve better performance than traditional schemes
in terms of transmission throughout, control traffic
overhead, and rule activation time. Riggio et al. in [29]
proposed a set of high-level programming abstractions
for WiFi networks, which enables new features and
services to be implemented as software modules.

In order to obtain the link information and
controlling link behavior, the OpenFlow protocol
extensions were proposed to allow controllers to
remotely control and manage wireless links through
a set of Media-Independent Management (MIM)
mechanisms [30]. In addition, one OpenFlow-based
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Figure 3. SDN-based wireless mobile network architecture

communication protocol was proposed to provide the
access to the data plane of network routers [31], which
can be used to balance traffic loads in the network.
These existing research efforts confirm that OpenFlow
can be a useful technique to improve the performance
of WMNs.

There have been other research efforts that show
the benefits of using the SDN/OpenFlow paradigm in
wireless networks. The examples include the minimum-
energy reprogramming in software-defined sensor
networks [32], capacity sharing in hybrid networked
environments [33], etc.

2.3. Intra-flow Network Coding
Network coding, which was initially introduced for
improving the performance of wired networks in [7],
has been considered as a promising communication
paradigm to improve network performance in terms
of throughput and energy efficiency. In the seminal
paper [7], Ahlswede et al. proved that in a directed
graph with lossless links, if operations are allowed
at the intermediate nodes, the theoretical maximum
multicast rate can be achieved and it is equal to
the min-cut from the source to each receiver. Later,
Li et al. showed that the linear coding operation is
sufficient to achieve that maximum multicast rate [34].
Also, Ho et al. further proposed a random linear
coding and proved that if the linear coefficients are
random selected over a large enough finite field at
each intermediate nodes, the destination could decode
the packets with a high probability [35]. What’s more,
Chou et al. developed the random linear network
coding infrastructure, which makes network coding

practical [36]. As the network coding shows its
significant advantage over the traditional routing in
terms of bandwidth efficiency, there has been a growing
interest to applying network coding to improve the
performance of wireless networks. For example, MORE
[9] is one protocol implemented on a real-world test-
bed and achieves a significant performance gain than
the traditional routing in WMNs by integrating network
coding with opportunistic routing [8].

It is worth noting that MORE protocol does not
take multiple flows, fairness, and scheduling into
account so that its performance drops as the number
of flows increases. To tackle this issue, a cross-layer
optimization framework [37] was proposed to optimize
the rate of packet transmissions between source and
destination pairs. In this framework, a distributed
heuristic algorithm was developed to solve the problem.
In addition, the problem for the network coding-based
opportunistic multicast routing was studied and a
duality-based distributed algorithm was proposed to
solve the problem [38]. In this proposed scheme, each
node only needs to maintain the local information.

Although these aforementioned distributed solutions
for optimizing network performance is indeed helpful
and can improve performance in terms of throughput,
energy efficiency and fairness, they are very costly to be
deployed in real-world applications. Fortunately, with
the support of the SDN technique, the controller in
software-defined networks could acquire the network
states dynamically by receiving regular reports from
deployed network devices. With the collected informa-
tion, the controller is able to acquire a global view of the
network and can deliver this important information to
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network devices. Therefore, the global optimization can
be achieved by exploiting the SDN technique.

3. OpenCoding
In this section, we present our approach. Particularly,
we first brief the architecture, and then introduce the
detailed design of our approach as well as how to
conduct fairness optimization.

3.1. Architecture
OpenCoding is a novel transmission protocol based
on the concept of SDN for WMNs. In our study,
we consider a WMN, which consists of one control
server, one or more mesh gateways, and multiple mesh
routers that are connected to some mobile clients
(e.g., smartphones, notebooks, etc.). In such a software-
defined network, the complexity of managing the
network is low and the network administrator can
manage the entire network. In addition, the network
can be controlled in real-time based on the intelligence
of network controllers.

Similar to the OpenFlow protocol, in OpenCoding-
enabled wireless mesh routers, packet forwarding
intelligence are moved to the control server, which is
referred to as the OpenCoding controller. As there is
no control functionality residing at the OpenCoding-
enabled routers, the data forwarding functionality can
be kept simple by only containing packet coding,
recoding, and decoding functions, which are basic
primitives defined in the random linear network
coding. Particularly, when a new data flow arrives at
an OpenCoding-enabled router, the router will perform
a PACKET_IN function, to ask for the routing for this
flow. Then, the controller makes the best decision and
computes the path for this flow, and distributes flow
entries, which contain actions to perform on individual
routers on the selected routing. After receiving these
flow entries, those designated routers will carry out
corresponding actions (e.g., the packet coding function
in source router, recoding function in forwarding
router, and decoding function in destination router).

The OpenCoding controller, which runs a network-
wide network operating system (e.g., NOX [39], etc.), is
the network element that is responsible for managing
routers and making decision to meet requirements.
All routers are connected to the controller through
the secure channel via one hop or multiple hops.
This secure channel can be provided by using the
SSIDs described in [4] or the use of multi-radio multi-
channel (MRMC) technique [17]. Notice that it is easier
and cheaper to use the different SSIDs to separate
the controller-to-router communication from router-
to-router communication, while the communication
quality may be worse due to the interference in the
wireless channel. Also notice that using the multi-radio

multi-channel technique can address the interference
problem, but it requires extra hardware and also needs
to deal with the channel assignment issue.

3.2. The Design of OpenCoding
In the following, we first introduce the basic idea of
our proposed approach and then present the detailed
design of our approach.

Basic Idea. In a conventional WMN, once a packet is
received and needs to be forwarded by a mesh router,
it first stores this packet into the packet buffer pool
and then uses a set of rules to find the next-hop of the
packet according to routing protocols. When there is a
transmission opportunity, the router sends the packet to
the corresponding next-hop node. In such a hop-by-hop
way, packets can be reliably delivered to destinations.

As stated, in a conventional mesh router, the function
that handles the forwarding of packets (i.e., data plane)
and the control of forwarding rules (i.e., control plane)
are closely coupled. This makes it is hard for routers to
extend with new functions. SDN/OpenFlow addresses
this issue by decoupling the control and data plane. To
be specific, the control plane is implemented partially
in a server rather that resides on the router only.
This leads to an easier network management. More
importantly, in the view of entire network, the global
optimization can be achieved, leading to an efficient
use of network resources. By leveraging SDN, we can
develop an effective scheme for carrying out intra-
flow network coding to achieve a higher network
performance gain than the network, in which the SDN
technique is not used, in terms of both throughput and
fairness.

Network State Measurement and Management. In order
obtain a global view of the entire network, the con-
troller in OpenCoding uses the Link Layer Discov-
ery Protocol (LLDP), which is also adopted in Open-
Flow protocol. To do so, the controller first sends a
PACKET_OUT message to all mesh routers. As soon as
the mesh router receives the PACKET_OUT message, it
will send LLDP messages to all of its neighbor routers.
Because there is no corresponding flow tables to pro-
cess these LLDP messages, the neighbor routers will
send PACKET_IN messages to the controller to report
the link quality measured by itself. In this way, after
receiving the PACKET_IN messages, the controller can
acquire the topology and current network state of the
global network.

In addition, to maintain the network topology
and state, the controller will periodically send
PACKET_OUT messages and the LLDP packets to
mesh routers. The controller will also obtain the
network information from the feedback PACKET_IN
messages generated from mesh routers, which can be
used to update network topology dramatically.
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Controller. In the following, we describe the detailed
protocol in the perspective of the components of Open-
Coding, including controller, source router, forwarding
router, and destination router. In a WMN, mobile mesh
clients can access the network through mesh routers. If
a mobile client wants to access the Internet or needs to
communicate with other clients in the same WMN, the
client shall first connects to one of mesh routers, and
that mesh router will be responsible for forwarding all
traffic flows. Denote S as the source mesh router that
connects to the mobile client that has data to transmit
and denote D as the destination mesh router that is
the mesh router with gateway or connecting to the
destination mobile client. When a source mobile client
initiates a traffic flow, S will send PACKET_IN message
to the controller to request for a new traffic flow.

After receiving a PACKET_IN message from S, the
controller computes the best routing with the global
view. As we know, in a traditional hop-by-hop routing,
after the routing path is established by some routing
protocols, a node keeps sending a packet until the next
hop receives it or the number of transmissions exceeds
a particular threshold. Nonetheless, in an intra-flow
network coding that is similar with an opportunistic
routing, there is no particular next hop. The nodes
closer to the destination than the current transmitter
can participate in forwarding the packet. Therefore, in
an intra-flow network coding, the routing of each node
consists of one or multiple next-hop forwarding routers.
What is more, the threshold of transmission count for
the current batch shall also be assigned to ensure the
efficiency of bandwidth use.

The detail of how to derive threshold of the number
of transmissions can be referred to Equations (1) and (2)
in [9]. Here, we use a simple topology to demonstrate
the computation of the transmission count. Consider
the scenario shown in Figure 4, where the value
under the arrow is the packet delivery probability of
corresponding link. For every packet from S to D,
in expectation, only 1.67 transmissions rather than 2
transmissions are needed when the network coding is
used, because R only needs to forward 67% of linear
combination of received packets. That is enough for
D to recover all packets as D receives the other 33%
through link “S → D”.

Further, notice that the number of transmissions
computed in [9] is only based on the average loss
rate of links and can be optimized. After the routing
is computed, the controller installs these routing
rules to all potential transmitting routers through
MODIFY_STATE messages. The rules contain: (i) the
flow ID that is used to identify each traffic flow,
(ii) the batch number in each flow, (iii) source IP,
(iv) destination IP, (v) forwarding router list for each
router, and (vi) forwarding transmission count. In the
simple scenario shown in Figure 4, C will tell S and

R DS
1

0.33

1

C

Figure 4. A simple topology

R to transmit once and 0.67 times for each encoded
packet to R and D, respectively. In addition, as soon
as the BATCH_FINISHED message that is sent from
the destination router is received by the controller,
the controller will immediately send BATCH_NEXT
message to all transmitting nodes. The source router
will stop forwarding packets in the current batch
and activate the transmission of the next batch, while
forwarding routers will also stop forwarding packets in
the current batch as well and wait for the next batch.

Some key message used in the OpenCoding is
summarized in Table 1.

Source. When a source mobile client initiates a traffic
flow, S performs the PACKET_IN function, to request
the controller for a new traffic. After receiving the
request, the controller makes a decision whether to
accept the request or not. If so, the controller computes
the best routing for this traffic and installs the
forwarding rules on the routers, which will participate
in this traffic transmission. As soon as the rule is
installed on the S, S will inform source mobile clients
to start sending packets to S.

On receiving the stream of packets, S stores the
packets first and divides them into batches. Each batch
consists of m packets

x = x1, x2, . . . , xm,

where xi is represented as a vector of

xi = (xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,n).

Also, each xi,j is a symbol of finite field Fnq . Here, m is
the batch size, q is a prime of a proper size, and all the
arithmetic operations are done over Fq. In addition, S
generates an augmented packet xi by prefixing xi with
the ith unit vector of dimension m:

xi = (

m︷                ︸︸                ︷
0, . . . , 0︸  ︷︷  ︸
i−1

, 1, 0, . . . , 0, xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,n)
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Table 1. Message type in the OpenCoding

Types of Message: Description
MODIFY_STATE: The controller send MODIFY_STATE messages to routers to add, delete and modify

routing rules on routers.
PACKET_OUT: The controller sends PACKET_OUT message to routers that tell routers to send

corresponding messages out.
PACKET_IN: The source mesh router sends the PACKET_IN message to the controller to inform that

there is a new packet received in routers and ask for corresponding instructions.
BATCH_FINISHED: The destination mesh router sends the BATCH_FINISHED message to inform the

controller that the transmission of this batch should be completed.
BATCH_NEXT: The controller sends the NEXT_BATCH to inform the source and forwarding router to

stop the transmission of this batch, and another batch of packets should be activated
FLOW_REMOVED: Routers sends Flow_REMOVED messages to the controller to inform that one of the

flow tables is removed

For a random linear network coding, S randomly
picks the coefficients from the finite field Fq and creates
the combinations of packet xi . This means that for
packets

x = x1, x2, . . . , xm,

and coefficients

α = α1, α2, . . . , αm,

an output packet is represented as

y =
m∑
i=1

αixi = (
m∑
i=1

αixi,1, . . . ,
m∑
i=1

αixi,m+n)

The first m symbol of y is called the global coding
coefficient. Subsequently, S sends encoded packets
to the forwarding routers defined in installed rules
and waits for the BATCH_NEXT message from the
controller.

Forwarders. After rules are installed, mesh routers
work in promiscuous mode, listening all transmissions.
When the router receives a packet, it first checks the
packet to confirm whether the packet matches the
rules that are installed. More specifically, it checks
whether the flow ID and the batch ID extracted from
the packet’s header matches any entry in the flow table,
and whether it is in the forwarder list of packets. If
so, it further checks whether the packet is an innovate
packet by Guassian eliminations. An innovative packet
is linearly independent from the packets that the node
has previously received in this batch. A packet that
does not match any flow table or is not innovative will
be dropped. Otherwise, the packet will be stored for
encoding.

After the forwarding router accepts an innovate
packet, it then randomly selects the coefficients and
linearly combines the all received packets in the same
batch in a similar way with the source. This can be

formulated as follows:

z =
m∑
i=1

γiyi .

Here, z is the new packet created by the forwarding
router, γi is the random coefficient for the ith packet
and all the y are packets received in the same batch,
including the newly received one. Notice that in a fault-
free execution of the random linear network coding,
the packets transmitted in the network are all linear
combinations of the original augmented messages: x =
x1, x2, . . . , xm.

Subsequently, a packet header, which contains the
source and destination IP, flow ID, batch ID and
forwarding list, will be appended to the newly created
packet. When a transmission opportunity arises, the
packet will be send to its next-hop forwarding routers.

Destination. The destination router D receives packets
in a similar way as the forwarders. After receiving
m linearly independent packets zj , j = 1 . . . m, D can
recover the original packets xi , i = 1, . . . , m using
the global coding matrix G, where ith row is the
corresponding global coding vector through Guassian
eliminations with a high probability:

[I,X] = G−1 · Z. (1)

Here, I is the identity matrix, X is the matrix, in which
ith row is the corresponding xi , G−1 is the inverse of the
matrix G, and Z is the matrix, in which ith row is the
corresponding zi .

As soon as the current batch can be decoded, D
performs the BATCH_FINISHED function, and sends a
message to inform the controller that the transmission
of this batch should be complete and the next
batch transmission can be activated. The controller
then performs the NEXT_BATCH function and sends
a message to the source and all the forwarders.
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In addition, D forwards the decoded packets to
destination mobile clients or to the Internet.

The control flow of OpenCoding is summarized in
Figure 5. On the sender’s side, before sending a packet,
the router will add the header to the packet, and
check whether the transmission count for this batch has
reached the pre-determined value. If so, the router will
turn to transmit the next packet; otherwise, this packet
will be sent to its next-hop forwarding routers. On the
receiver’s side, the router checks the header of packet
to determine whether to accept or not. If so, the router
will store the packet for recoding (i.e., if it is forwarding
router) or decoding (i.e., if it is destination router).

3.3. Fairness Optimization for OpenCoding
Benefited from the centralized control logic and the
global network view, OpenCoding can address other
issues, which are not easily solved in a distributed
manner. We now introduce a scheme to ensure the
fairness of OpenCoding.

Considering a scenario in which there are two
traffic flows f1 and f2 showed in Figure 6, which
are transmitted with intra-flow random linear network
coding. If the node R is the common forwarding router
of both flows, it will participate in forwarding packets
in these two flows. In the following, we present our
idea using an example. We assume that R just begins
to transmit a new batch from f1 and p1 is the first
packet in this batch, while another batch from f2 is
nearly at the end and p2 is the last packet in that
batch. In Figure 6, packets belong to different flows
are marked with different colors. In the original MORE
protocol, these two packets will not be differentiated
and they will be transmitted in First-In-First-Out (FIFO)
manner. Nonetheless, it is more important to transmit
p2 than p1 because as soon as the destination router
receives p2, it can decode all packets in this batch
while the reception of p1 will not bring any benefit
at that moment. To address this issue, we develop a
novel scheme to ensure the fairness of OpenCoding by
exploiting the centralized control of SDN.

When there are multiple flows in the network,
the controller periodically requests the destination
routers to report their states of the current batch.
The reports from the destination routers contain the
current batch ID and the progress of the corresponding
batch. In our proposed scheme, destination routers only
reports whether they receives m/2 innovative packets.
Meanwhile, forwarding routers maintain two virtual
queues, one for low priority packets (e.g., the packet
is in the first half of the batch), and the other for
high priority packets (e.g., the packet is in the second
half of the batch). When a new packet is added to the
output queue, an entry is added to the appropriate
virtual queue based on the progress of packet’s batch.

Node

Edge

Edge

Edge

Buffer

Random 

Combination

Edge

Figure 6. An Example of fairness optimization

In addition, when the last packet in the high priority
queue is sent, the low priority queue will be the high
priority queue and the high priority queue will be the
low priority queue. The controller periodically updates
rules, which are installed in the forwarding routers
based on the report from destination routers. The rules
inform forwarding routers the progress of the current
transmitting batch. To be specific, when a new packet
is received, if more than half of packets in that batch
are received by the destination router, the new encoded
packet will be added to the high priority queue waiting
to be forwarded, and vice versa. When there is a
transmission opportunity, it will first look up the high
priority queue. If it is not empty, the head packet in the
high priority queue will be transmitted.

Notice that the progress of corresponding batch can
be further subdivided and more corresponding virtual
queues can be used to further improve the fairness.
Nonetheless, from the simulation results described in
the performance evaluation section, dividing the batch
into two halves and two virtual queues are sufficient
to ensure the fairness. Again, it is worth noting that
developing such a special scheduler is benefit from a
global view enabled by SDN, while in the traditional
system with network coding, such a scheduler is hard
to achieve.

4. Overhead Analysis
In this section, we analyze the routing overhead
of our OpenCoding. As we described in Section 3,
there are three types of control messages needed
for the controller to obtain a global view of the
entire network: (i) PACKET_OUT message, (ii) LLDP
message and (iii) PACKET_IN message. In addition,
the flow table request and distribution incur extra
routing overhead. Therefore, the routing overhead of
OpenCoding consists of following two components and
can be represented by

OOpenCoding = OTO +OFT , (2)
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Figure 5. Flow chart of the OpenCoding

where OTO is the overhead caused by the routing
discovery and maintenance, and OFT is the overhead
caused by the flow table request and distribution. In
the following, we derive the closed formulae for the two
components. All main notations used in this section are
listed in Table 2.

4.1. Overhead for Routing Discovery and
Maintenance

The total overhead of routing discovery and mainte-
nanceOTO is defined as the total amount of information
needed by control messages. Assume that a wireless
mesh network consists of N wireless nodes that are
uniformly distributed in a square field with a size of
a × b. To simply the analysis, assume the transmission
range of the routers is equal and is set to r. Then, the
ratio of the node’s coverage area to the whole area p is
provided by πr2

a×b .

Table 2. Notation

N : Number of nodes in the network
a, b: Size of the square field of network
r: Transmission range of a node
p: Ratio of node’s coverage area to the whole

network area
τ : Time step that is also referred to as the

interval for network topology update
η: Minimum average number of transmission to

broadcast a message to all the other nodes
h Random variable of number of hops between

two arbitrary nodes
OTO: Overhead caused by the routing discovery and

maintenance
OFT : Overhead caused by the flow table request and

distribution
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Denote η as the minimum number of transmissions
to broadcast a message to every node in the network.
According to [40], if the average number of neighbors
for any node is at least 2, η can be determined as

η =
⌈
N − 2
pN − 2

⌉
. (3)

Denote IPO as the amount of information needed for
the controller to broadcast the PACKET_OUT message
within a time step τ . The controller periodically
broadcast the PACKET_OUT message of length logN
to all the mesh routers in the network. Here, logN
is the amount of information required to identify the
controller. Therefore, the amount of information that
controller broadcasts the PACKET_OUT message can be
derived by

IPO ≥ η logN. (4)

Denote IL as the amount of information needed
for mesh routers to advertise LLDP messages to their
neighbor routers within time step τ . As described, when
the mesh router receives the PACKET_OUT message
from the controller, it will advertise LLDP messages of
length logN to all of its neighbor routers to inform its
neighbor about the existence. Here, logN is the amount
of information required to differentiate one node from
the others. There are N − 1 mesh routers in network.
Then, IL can be derived by

IL = (N − 1) logN. (5)

Denote IP I as the amount of information needed
for mesh routers to report the link state through
PACKET_IN messages within time step τ . As described,
when the mesh router receives LLDP messages from
other routers, it is informed that the sender of LLDP
message is one of its neighbors. Then, it will send
PACKET_IN message to the controller to report the
link states measured by itself. That is to say, the
message contains the information about itself and its
pN neighbor routers. Therefore, the message length is
(pN + 1) logN . In addition, according to [41], the expect
number of hops between two randomly located nodes
in a a × b square field can be determined by Equations 6
and 7.

In Equation 6, fL(x) is the probability distribution
function (PDF) of the random variable x, which is the
Euclidean distance between two arbitrary nodes. Then,

E[h] =


∫
xfL(x)dx

r

 . (7)

Therefore, the amount of information needed
for mesh routers to report the link state through
PACKET_IN messages IP I can be derived by

IP I = E[h] ·N (pN + 1) logN. (8)

Overall, given a time step τ , the lower bound on the
total overhead caused by the LLDP protocol for the
whole network per second is given by

OTO =
1
τ

(IPO + IL + IP I ), (9)

where IPO, IL, and IP I are given in Equations 4, 5 and 8.
From the result of Equation 9, we can see that the

overall overhead of routing discovery and maintenance
OTO is O(N2 logN ) and it depends on the overhead
of sending PACKET_IN messages to the controller.
According to the result of [40], the routing overhead
of proactive routing protocols is O(N logN ). Therefore,
the routing overhead in this part is larger. That is
because in both our OpenCoding and OpenFlow, the
controller periodically asks routers for the topology
information of all of their neighbors. In order to reduce
the overhead of sending PACKET_IN messages, the
controller can increase the time interval and the routers
can send the topology message only when there are
changes in the states of their links between themselves
and their neighbors.

4.2. Overhead of Flow Table Request and
Distribution
The total overhead of flow table request and distribu-
tion OFT is defined as the total amount of information
needed in transmitting the request and flow table itself.

Denote IS→C be the amount of information of routing
request from a source router S to the controller C.
Denote IC→F as the amount of information of the
flow table distribution from the controller C to all the
forwarding mesh routers F.

A source router S sends a routing request message
to the controller C when there is a new traffic to be
transmitted. The message contains the information of
source and destination. Then, the message length is
2 logN . In addition, if the source and the controller are
randomly located in the network, the expect number
of hops between them is E[h]. Therefore, IS→C can be
derived by

IS→C = E[h] · 2 logN. (10)

After receiving the request message, the controller
computes the best routing path for this traffic flow
and installs the flow table on the forwarding routers,
which will participate in the transmission of this traffic
flow. The flow table contains the information of all the
forwarding routers. Notice that as E[h] is the expect
number of hops between two random located routers,
it can also represent the number of routers in the
shortest path from source to destination. In a random
linear network, the number of nodes participating in
the transmission will be larger than that of traditional
routing. Therefore, the length if flow table message
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fL(x) =


2x

[
π
ab −

2x
a2b
− 2x
ab2 + x2

a2b2

]
0 ≤ x < b

2x
ab

[
π
2 − arcsin(1 − 2b2

x2 )
]
− 4x
ab2

[
x −
√
x2 − b2

]
− 2x
a2 b ≤ x < a

2x
ab

[
arcsin( 2a2

x2 − 1) − arcsin(1 − 2b2

x2 )
]

+ 2x
a2b2 [a2 + b2 − x2] − 4x

ab2 [a −
√
x2 − b2] + 4x

a2b
[
√
x2 − a2 − b] a ≤ x <

√
a2 + b2

(6)

is at least E[h] logN . The flow table will be installed
to at least E[h] routers, and every flow table will be
transmitted through E[h] hops. Thus, IC→F can be
estimated by

IC→F ≥ E[h]3 logN. (11)

Then, the overhead caused by the flow table request and
distribution can be estimated by

OFT =
(
E[h]3 + 2E[h]

)
logN. (12)

From the result of Equation 12, we can see that the
overall overhead of each flow table distribution OFT is
O(logN ). According to the result of [41], the routing
overhead of reactive routing protocols is O(N logN ).
Therefore, routing overhead of this part is smaller. That
is because in the flow table distribution procedure of
OpenCoding and OpenFlow, the source is aware of the
route to the controller and the controller also knows
the routes to all the forwarding routers so that the
broadcast RREQ messages are not needed.

5. Performance Evaluation
We perform simulation experiments to show the
effectiveness of our proposed protocol. In the following,
we first present the simulation methodology and then
show the simulation results.

5.1. Methodology
We evaluate the performance of our proposed scheme in
comparison with existing schemes in terms of through-
put, average end-to-end delay, and rule activation time.
In our simulations, the end-to-end delay is defined as
the duration from a packet is sent from the source
router until the packet is received by the destination
router. In MORE and OpenCoding, the end-to-end
delay is averaged across batches. The rule activation
time of both OpenFlow and OpenCoding is defined as
the duration from the time when the first packet of a
new flow arrives at the source router and the source
router performs PACKET_IN function until all the flow-
tables are distributed to the corresponding forwarding
routers.

We use ns-3 simulator [42] and compare the
performance of our proposed OpenCoding protocol in
comparison with the following protocols: OLSR [11],
OpenFlow [12], and MORE [9]. In the simulations to
evaluate the throughput, we use the topology of Roofnet
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Figure 8. The throughput of OLSR, OpenFlow, MORE and
OpenCoding with different numbers of concurrent flows

[43], which is a known experimental 802.11b/g wireless
mesh network developed by MIT (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology). While in the simulations to
evaluate end-to-end delay and rule activation time,
we use the random topology that consists of 20, 35,
and 50 nodes to evaluate the scalability of network,
respectively. To keep the same node density, nodes are
randomly placed in a 377*377, 500*500 and 600*600
area, respectively. In all simulations, we use User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) traffic and the packet size for
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all protocols is set to 1500B. In addition, to implement
the network visualization as described in OpenFlow,
the nodes in a software-defined network are equipped
with two network cards, one for the control path and
the other for the data path. In each simulation, we
randomly select the source-destination pairs in the
corresponding topology. In addition, the nodes works
in 802.11b and the data transmission rate is 1Mbps. For
both MORE and our OpenCoding, the batch size is set
to 32.

5.2. Results
In the following, we show the evaluation results
in terms of throughput, end-to-end delay and rule
activation time.

Throughput. Figure 7 shows the Cumulative Distribu-
tion Function (CDF) of the transmission throughput
of OLSR, OpenFlow, MORE and our proposed Open-
Coding, measured over 2000 different runs. In each
run, there is only one traffic flow in the network and
the source-destination pairs are randomly selected. Our
data shows that OpenCoding outperforms the other
three protocols in terms of throughput. Particularly, as
we can see from the figure, OpenCoding achieves a
significant larger throughput gain than the traditional
routing OLSR, and outperforms the OpenFlow and
MORE as well. In the median case, OpenCoding has
a 68.32%, 12.46%, and 9.88% throughput gain over
OLSR, OpenFlow and MORE, respectively. We also
observe that there is a performance gap between our
results and the results of [4] which is based on a real
test-bed. In our simulation, the data communication
and control communication is separated by using multi-
radio multi-channel technique to avoid the channel
interference, while they used different SSIDs that may
degrade the throughput performance to some extent.

Figure 8 shows the average per-flow throughput as a
function of the number of concurrent flows for these
protocols. In all cases, OpenCoding still outperforms
the other three protocols. In addition, the throughput
gain increases as the number of flows increases. As we
can see from the figure, the average per-flow throughout
of OpenCoding drops little, while the others decline
much more than that of OpenCoding. The evaluation
data confirms that OpenCoding can ensure the fairness
with the global optimization.

Because of the intelligent management of the con-
troller introduced by the concept of SDN, the best
routing can be optimally selected by the controller,
which could have a global view of the network. To
this extent, OpenFlow outperforms traditional rout-
ing mechanisms. Meanwhile, because of the utilization
of the broadcast nature of wireless communication
medium, MORE also achieves a significant throughput

gain over the traditional routing mechanisms. Exploit-
ing the benefits of both characteristics, the throughput
performance of OpenCoding is the best. In addition,
the developed scheduler for OpenCoding can effectively
ensure the fairness of multiple flows.

End-to-end Delay. Figure 9 illustrates the relationship
between the average per-packet end-to-end delay and
the number of flows for different numbers of nodes
in the network for OLSR, OpenFlow, MORE, as well
as our OpenCoding, respectively. Each simulation is
repeated 1000 times and the results are averaged as
illustrated. As we can see from the figure, all the average
delays increase as the number of flows and number of
nodes in the network increases. In particular, when the
number of nodes is 20, as the number of concurrent
flows increases from 1 to 4, the end-to-end delay of
OpenCoding increases 18.1% only, while those of OLSR,
OpenFlow and MORE increase 75.4%, 53.5%, and
124%, respectively. The result shows that OpenCoding
achieves a better performance as the number of network
flows increases. In addition, when the number of flows
is 1, as the number of nodes in the network increases
from 20 to 50, the end-to-end delay increases 43.9%,
41.7%, 37.2%, and 43.1% for OLSR, OpenFlow, MORE
and OpenCoding, respectively. This result shows that
the performance of OpenCoding is almost same as the
network size increases.

Rule Activation Time. In order to compare the rule
activation time of OpenFlow and OpenCoding, we
change the number of concurrent flows, as well as
the number of network nodes, and plot the average
value as shown in Figure 10. As we can see from the
figure, the rule activation time of OpenFlow is a little
shorter than that of OpenCoding. That is because in a
network with network coding, there are more routers
that participate in the transmission to fully exploit
the broadcast nature in wireless communication. In
particular, when the number of flows increases, the
rule activation time will grows as well. That is because
the controller needs to compute the best routing for
more flows. Therefore, when there are a large number
of traffic flows concurrently transmitted over the
network, the computation ability of the controller needs
to be powerful enough to avoid being performance
bottleneck.

6. Discussion
In this section, we discuss some open issues related to
OpenCoding.

6.1. Controller Design
When the network size becomes larger, the SDN
controllers could become the performance bottleneck
due to a large number of requests from routers. For
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Figure 9. Average Delay of OLSR, OpenFlow, MORE and OpenCoding versus number of flows with different node numbers
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Figure 10. Average Rule Activation Time of OLSR, OpenFlow, MORE and OpenCoding versus number of flows with different node
numbers
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the sake of scalability, reliability and robustness, it has
been realized that the logically-centralized controller
must be physically distributed [44] in Software-Defined
Networks. Because of the lossy and unreliable wireless
channels, the transmission delay will be unacceptable
if the distance between controller and router is long.
Therefore, it is more necessary to distribute multiple
controllers in software-defined wireless mesh networks.

Nonetheless, the controllers located in a distributed
way may compete for common resources (such as com-
munication channels). To this end, an optimal con-
troller placement strategy and a carefully designed
scheduling strategy to avoid collision should be devel-
oped. On designing such a strategy, two essential
questions should be concerned. First, given a wireless
network topology, how many controllers are needed
in order to achieve a desirable performance? Second,
where should the controllers be located? When we
design the optimal deployment strategy, we need to
consider the dynamics of traffic, the density distri-
bution of mobile customers and routers, and realistic
constraints (e.g., geo-restriction and information avail-
ability), deployment costs, the coverage and quality of
service for mobile customers, and applications. We will
develop scenarios for validate the optimal deployment
of controllers. In addition, there are other questions to
be solved: How to synchronize the information among
the controllers and how do the mesh routers connect to
the controllers? We will answer these questions in the
future work.

6.2. Security
There has been limited research effort to date on the
security issues associated with SDN. Nonetheless, as
SDN is a new network architecture, it also brings
some new targets for potential attacks. Our developed
OpenCoding could operate in hostile environments and
all modules and devices could increase the possibility
of being compromised. Therefore, this calls for the
framework to systematically explore possible attacks
against OpenCoding and develop mitigation schemes
[45]. Based on security objectives (e.g., availability,
integrity, etc.), the adversary can launch attacks against
various against various components (e.g., mesh routers,
communication networks, and controller) associated
with data and control planes.

Some vulnerabilities of SDN are listed below. At
the controller level, authentication and authorization is
a critical issue. When there is multiple organizations
and applications accessing the network resources, if
the resources are not enough to be allocated to all
the applications, the demand of application with
higher privilege should be satisfied with less delay.
That is to say, a security model should be designed
to isolate the applications with different privileges.

Meanwhile, privacy preservation is another critical
issue. Since the controller obtains the global view of
network traffic information, adversaries may try to
compromise the controller or overhear and analyze
the traffic through the controller to get these critical
information. Therefore, a privacy preservation strategy
is also necessary.

At the data transmission level, there are numerous
attacks that can be launched to disrupt the effectiveness
of networks. As an example, one potential attack is
denial-of-service or jamming attacks. The adversary
launches an attack by originating a large number of
new traffic flows. As the computation and bandwidth
resources of controller is limited, this type of attack may
be devastating. Moreover, as we know, because of the
mixing nature, network coding is vulnerable to network
attacks such as pollution attacks [46]. The security
problem of OpenCoding should also be considered in
future work.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a novel OpenCoding proto-
col, which integrates the software-defined networking
technique with intra-flow network coding technique
for WMNs. Our developed protocol makes a full use
of the broadcast nature of the wireless transmission
medium and the global intelligence of SDN controller,
which enables the ability of improving the network
performance (e.g., throughput, end-to-end delay, and
fairness). Similar to the known OpenFlow protocols for
wired software-defined networks, OpenCoding decou-
ples the data plane and the control plane in wireless
mesh routers, and leaves only network coding functions
in each router for easy deployment and management of
WMNs. Benefited from a global view of the controlled
network, OpenCoding can ensure the fairness of flows.
Through a simulation study, our evaluation data shows
that OpenCoding outperforms intra-flow network cod-
ing protocols such as MORE, and OpenFlow. As ongoing
work, we are implementing OpenCoding in a real-
world test-bed to further evaluate its performance gain.
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